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As men continue to succumb to the sea, Tyler fears for the safety of the people in Land's End and

struggles to maintain the secrecy of the underwater world, including the origins of his girlfriend,

Amara, former mero, aka mermaid.  But the biggest mystery of all is his connection to the ocean. 

After his aunt passes away, Tyler puts pieces of his genealogy together when she leaves him and

Kiwa, a local girl and surfer, her house and maritime legacy. The ex-friends are at odds after she

deceived him, yet she has answers.  However, Kiwa's gone missing.  Going on information gathered

about the history of the mero, Tyler and Amara travel from Atlantic to Pacific. There, they make a

startling discovery about ghost pirates, an angry sea king, unrequited love, and an ancient curse. 

However, everything they're looking for is a lot closer than they realize.  Clues and sea relics lead

Tyler to the Magna Maris, an ancient document outlining how to break the curse and reunite the

inhabitants of the sea and put an end to the theft of the souls of men.  Unfortunately, Amara

believes she's the curse breaker.  Tyler has to convince Amara they can be together while fighting

an epic battle for life on land and the ocean below, along with grappling with the truth of who he

really is.
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Deirdre Riordan Hall is the author of the young adult bestsellers, Sugar and Pearl along with

women's fiction. When she's not writing, she's probably surfing or in pursuit of magic. She also has

a healthy case of wanderlust, loves chips and salsa, and dreams about learning no less than three



languages.

What an epic adventure? The beautiful cover promised an amazing ending to the Sand and Sea

Series and it certainly delivered. This novel is brilliant in its creativity, weaving a tale of loyalty, love

and friendship in its pages and its meaning. Hall shows her writing talent in this magnificent tale --

you should stop reading this review and the many adjectives for awesome I can throw into it and

pick up this book! It's quite the journey in its length, but it's worth every page.

Like the first book in the series Anchored starts with a road trip cross country to set in motion the

premise for the novel. These stories are well written with beautiful amounts of description and detail.

There was one scene that was a little grand in its premise, "Vegas" is all I will say. Other than that

one scene the book plays out with a good amount of believable detail.
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